Zinnia
Cotton Satin Opulence

Pure royalty bows down for welcoming you in the royal world that is created in form of Zinnia bed sheet collection. Woven through Nano weaving technology oriented intricate high thread counts, made up from premium cotton, and designed by urban shapes & geometry for gifting you a luxury, comfy and trendy bed.

Precious like diamond and pure like nature

---

**AVAILABLE OPTIONS**

**PRODUCTS** | **CONTENTS**
---|---
**SINGLE BEDSHEET SET** | 1 Bed sheet: 60” x 90” (150cm x 225cm), 1 pillow cover 28” x 18” (70cm x 45cm)
**KING SIZE BEDSHEET SET** | 1 Large Bed sheet: 108” x 108” (270cm x 270cm), 2 pillow covers 28” x 18” (70cm x 45cm)
**FITTED BEDSHEET SET** | 1 King Size Fitted Bed sheet: 72” x 78” x 12” (180cm x 195cm x 30cm), 2 pillow covers 28” x 18” (70cm x 45cm)
**BIB SET IN A BAG** | 1 Bed Sheet 90”x108”(225cm x 270cm), 2 Pillow Covers 28”x18” (70cm x 45cm), 1 Double Comforter: 90”x108” (225cm x 270cm) and 2 Cushion Covers with Cushion Filler: 16”x16” (40cm x 40cm)
**COMFORTERS** | Soft and Silken Polyfill - 110 gm, suitable for 36 weeks and Mild Winters. All Swayam Comforters contain health layer.
100% Cotton

www.swayamin.com

Bed Sheets
Comforters
Duvet Covers
Curtains
Pillow Covers
Cushion Covers
Diwan Sets
Table Linen
Kitchen Linen
Laundry Bags
Shopping Bags
Kids Furnishing
Accessories

Zinnia
Custom-Size Options

Add colours to your lifestyle

The treasuring flora valuing the living by scattering the shades of its profuse colors and energizing the aura by its positive vibes
Scatter the splash of soothing colors in the living space through trendy designs. Enjoy the vibrancy that remains newer for longer with colorfast bed sheet set.

bedlinen

loose yourself in the delight of heavenly beds

An amalgamation of innovation, quality and technology

A creation - Be the witness to experience an incredible majesty of amazing gigantic floral printed from subtle colors that create serenity the living space.

www.swayamindia.com
A collection of high-end bed sheet sets greets you with its royal embrace and assures to complement your living space with its richness, exclusivity and allure.

Precious like diamond, and pure like nature

This urban bed linen set is composed by batik shades with sharp edge pattern
The lavishness of rich Indian aesthetics and splendor of charming blooms are amazingly reflected in these marvelous bed sheet sets driven through elegance of artwork and brilliance of technology.

Urban shapes, ethnic paisley and a bunch of garlands are taken into use to design some splendid bedding sets of this collection. Be a witness of a perfect instance of home décor elegance!
Enjoy the color carnival, feel modern with linear design, and stay healthy in an organic embrace! Meet finest linear and floral designs employed over exclusive material.

precious like diamond, and pure like nature!

Bed Sheets • Comforters • Duvet Covers • Curtains • Pillow Covers • Cushion Covers

Diwan Sets • Table Linen • Kitchen Linen • Shopping Bags • Kids Furnishing • Accessories
Bring you sumptuous and selected bed sheet sets that are super urban in look, petal soft in feel, and antiallergenic in nature.

**MYRIAD OPTIONS**

- Bed Sheets
- Comforters
- Duvet Covers
- Curtains
- Pillow Covers
- Cushion Covers
- Duvan Sets
- Table Linen
- Kitchen Linen
- Shopping Bags
- Kids Furnishing
- Accessories

**THE MARK OF NEW INDIA**

Elite bed sets are composed by super quality fabric and organic dyes, applying advanced weaving technology for enlightening a spark of modernism in living space. Give a new definition of modern home décor through a reflection of modern home fashion.

www.swayamindia.com
We possess an expertise to adorn bedroom exclusively with the charming vibes emerged from various elements, numerous colors & its various hues, tiny & enormous prints, Soothing leaves pattern and decorative motifs & paisley etc.

Precious like diamond, and pure like nature

Feel surrendered pleasingly in the embrace of heavenly lap